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So the budget of the parent were also divided and obliged to buy those things. The question is, is it necessity to give these gadgets to the kids? Is it really true that they are considered left behind without those materials? Definitely not! If the parents cannot afford to provide gadgets in their kids then be it. Millennial should learn to save money in able to buy this stuff. And if ever that they handed gadgets it is a necessity to teach them on how to manage their time and that is main concern of our society nowadays. Yes, the parents already handed gadgets on their kids so the kids whole attention was on surfing, browsing and forget everything but all on this gadget.

No more time on his studies. No time on helping parents on doing house chores and the saddest part is not listening anymore on what their parents saying.

It became a very hard task for today's parents to develop the values of obedience. Sometimes these gadgets became the main reason of chaos, conflict and misunderstanding within the family. Since Millennials were all eyes on social Medias and other internet access it seems that they are not minding all things around them. Gadgets became their world. Their escape to reality. Gadgets replace the warm talks, warm hugs and smile of a best friend. Let's help the Millennials to get over with it. Let us help them to manage their time and minimize the use of their gadgets. They should learn how to balance everything, how to control gadgets instead of they controlled by it. And be conscious about it before its to late , gadgets cannot replace the loving and caring family.
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